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About This Game

This is a true story about a simple guy who has lost his cows.The villain stole hero’s cows while the hero was sleeping. The hero
decided to bring his cows back and set out on his journey. He has to overcome many obstacles and pitfalls and be watchful and

clever.
Hero's Journey takes place in several worlds; each of them has its own unique pitfalls.
In the end the hero is waiting for the battle with the villain, and unexpected outcome.

-It’s a hardcore and at the same time relaxing game. The project uses quiet, meditative music.
-The game is not filled with boring dialogs. The characters communicate and express their emotions using icons.

-There’s a large variety of different obstacles and pitfalls. New traps and obstacles appear every 10 levels.
-You can even use the death of the hero for a benefit in some levels!

-Colorful graphics in minimal style.
-8 chapters, 120 levels, more than 15 hours of gaming. There is enough hardcore for a long time.
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Best game i have ever played
12/10. Graphics looks ancient but overall not a bad HOG. Albeit my brief playtime in this Early access, top down "Top Gun"
dogfighting game, i am in LOVE with this game. It fulfills a niche in the gaming market for those that have an ace combat itch,
at a very affordable price - even more so when its on sale. The simplistic, yet addictive gameplay is as said in other reviews, easy
to get into, hard to master. Resulting in a fulfilling, quite epic experience for an aviation junkie like myself. NOW that being
said, there are drawbacks, whilst showing great promise, there needs to be an influx of additional content as one may find the
game repetitive (up to the individual). More planes, maps and possibly an additonal game mode... the graphics are pretty decent,
giving the game an "arcade' vibe... all in all, I implore you to give this title a go, very promising future and already, a great game
;)). A great game overall. Epic story. Epic side quests. Epic music.

If i had to say something is bad, it would be your chances to hit enemys in combat...
That really is poor sometimes, i mean, really, fire 30 arrows 3 spaces away from it with the best bow in the game,,,
and only 6 hit... i had a ToHit of 13... the enemys in book I are hard... Very Hard. it gets alot easyer in book 2.. Unlike any game
I've ever played. Nice roguelike progression. Fairly difficult at first.
Great little game!. So much fog you can't see♥♥♥♥♥♥up theres an mp40 so that fixes it. This is more or less "facts and
information about Japan", and while the story is pretty bland, honestly it's not bad.
You can pick few dialogue options in the game but in the end it doesn't matter because not much changes, very linear.
The things that stand out the most are great voice acting, and very good art.. I want to like this game but you're not making it
easy. I can't pick up half the drops, I dont understand how to use the floating inventory, I am gaining EXP but haven't leveled
yet and I don't know if its because I haven't finished a quest yet, or if i haven't killed enough baddies. You have a good concept
but your execution is frustrating. Having said that, I still appreciate the effort and will keep an eye on updates.. Speed Free Cell
solitaire. If you love Free Cell, you will probably enjoy this. I got tired of it after an hour.. Yeah the graphics aren't the best and
the controls feel a bit wonky sometimes but hell, the game is a lotta fun!
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Warning alert! This game is fun and addicting! If a puzzle married farming simulator, the baby would be Farm frenzy
collection. I am sorry to have played a pirated versions, until I found the whole series for more than modest price on one of
Steam sales, compared to how much fun it gave me.
Pros:
* Kids firendly!
* 12 games for the price of one!
* Doesn't require very powrfull PC or a lot of disk space.
* Engaging gameplay!
* Puzzles to solve!
* Zero violence.
* Lovely cartony graphics.
* Different from one of those annoying Facebook farming games.
* High Fun factor.
* Addictive.
* Onboarding in this game is one of the best in the genre.
Cons
* It's an older game so it doesn't scale up to big high resolution screens, windowed mode works like a charm tough.
* Not a real simulator obviously.
* It's more a puzzle, less tomagochi, so if you want to grow pets look elsewhere!
* Music sounds go on repeat all the time, it might annoy some people.
* Cartoony graphics might not be to some peoples taste.

. The game itself is a pretty good RTS, essentially a C&C clone. Nothing new, but good if you like that.

Sadly in the later Missions when Naval Units join the Fray,a lot of Bugs appear.
Sound Loops and Access violation Crashes.
The Game files get corrupted and even redownloading just leads to new File corruption after restart.

All this on Windows 7. But the Forum says on win 10 its even worse.

Although its better than its prequel (from what i could play), i cannot recommend a game which can only be played for about
30%.. It's a cute puzzle game that's entertaining and charming. I enjoy it, even though I usually don't go for puzzle games. I got
it as part of the Freedom Humble Bundle. I think the cost is fair if you are interested in puzzle games. I won't play it as much
because I prefer FPS and action/adventure games, but it's a great way to pass time.. there are no players on any servers and i was
not told that and now it is a waste of money because there are no player and no one in a server or in the game itself at this time i
do not recommend this game cause of lake of players. simply amazing
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